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QUESTION 1

Which two products are leveraged for Network Prevent integration? (Select two.) 

A. Mail Transfer Agent 

B. Network Tap 

C. Proxy Server 

D. Span Port 

E. Load Balancer 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the importance of using a CPU in Oracle within the DLP technology? 

A. Central Processing Unit - ensures database has enough processing power 

B. Command Processor Unit - lays out the commands to process for the database 

C. Critical Patch Update - ensures Oracle is securely patched 

D. Communications Processing Unit - sends alerts to administrator 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a nonredundant concatenated volume named datavol in a disk group named datadg. The volume has a file
system on it. One of the underlying disks of the volume called datadg02 fails temporarily due to a power failure. You fix
the problem of the power failure, and ensure that the disk is powered back again. You ensure that both the system and
VxVM can see the disk again. Then, you reattach the disk back to the disk media record. 

Which command will you execute next to be able to run fsck on the file system? 

A. vxvol –g datadg start datavol 

B. vxrecover –s datavol 

C. vxrecover -ns 

D. vxvol –g datadg –f start datavol 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

You are administering the Volume Manager in Cluster environment in the datacenter showing a type of write failure on a
slave node. You are not able to view the write failure occurred to other nodes in the cluster. 

What will be the cluster behavior under the local disk detach policy? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution.)
(Select two.) 

A. I/O is stopped for the node that first saw the failure. 

B. Application using the volume is also notified about the failure. 

C. Cluster Management software moves the application to a live node. 

D. Slave node continues to perform I/O operation from and to the volume. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

While working with Veritas Storage Foundation for Oracle, you execute the command set #vxtunefs -s -o
qui_cache_enable=1 /db01. 

What will be the output of this command? 

A. It will make the Cached Quick I/O system setting persistent across reboots. 

B. It will enable the Cached Quick I/O. 

C. It will determine the current caching state of the file system. 

D. It will create the Cached Quick I/O. 

Correct Answer: B 
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